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Abstract
In the action recognition field based on the characteristics of human skeleton joint points, the selection of keyframes in
the skeleton sequence is a significant issue, which directly affects the action recognition accuracy. In order to improve the
effectiveness of keyframes selection, this paper proposes inflection point frames, and transforms keyframes selection into a
multi-objective optimization problem based on it. First, the pose features are extracted from the input skeleton joint point
data, which used to construct the pose feature vector of each frame in time sequence; then, the inflection point frames in
the sequence are determined according to the flow of momentum of each body part. Next, the pose feature vectors are input
into the keyframes multi-objective optimization model, with the fusion of domain information and the number of keyframes;
finally, the output keyframes are input to the action classifier. To verify the effectiveness of the method, the MSR-Action3D,
the UTKinect-Action and Florence3D-Action, and the 3 public datasets, are chosen for simulation experiments and the results
show that the keyframes sequence obtained by thismethod can significantly improve the accuracy ofmultiple action classifiers,
and the average recognition accuracy of the three data sets can reach 94.6%, 97.6%and 94.2% respectively. Besides, combining
the optimized keyframes with deep learning classifier on the NTU RGB + D dataset can make the accuracies reaching 83.2%
and 93.7%.

Keywords Human action recognition · Keyframes selection · Inflection point frame · Multi-objective optimization

Introduction

Human action recognition has broad application prospects
and potential economic value in the fields of public secu-
rity, human–computer interaction, sports and healthcare. In
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recent years, this direction has gradually become a research
hotspot in the field of computer vision [1]. Traditional human
action recognitionmethods aremainly specific to image data.
With the development of sensor technology, the acquisitionof
high-precision skeleton joint point information has become
convenient and feasible. Relatively speaking, skeleton pos-
ture has its inherent advantages in describing behaviour,
which can describe human posture and motion state more
accurately and is not affected by factors, such as background
and illumination. On the other hand, the skeleton joint point
data can be divided into two-dimensional (2D) skeleton and
three-dimensional (3-D) skeleton. And the quantity of the
data of 2D skeleton is smaller than that of 3-D skeleton, but
it does not provide depth information and is more robust
to action recognition under cross-view angles. Elias et al.
[2] found that the accuracy of action recognition based on
3-D skeleton features can be increased by about 10% rela-
tive to 2D skeleton features. Therefore, 3-D skeleton features
are more valuable [3]. Meanwhile, relevant research also
showed that some keyframes were extracted from the skele-
ton frame sequence could further improve the accuracy of
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action recognition [4]. However, the traditional keyframes
selection methods, such as the clustering method, usually
ignore the time sequence of action, and the number of cat-
egories in the clustering is not easy to be automatically
processed. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a
keyframes selection algorithm for action recognition. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) This work proposes to transform the keyframes selec-
tion problem into a multi-objective optimization problem,
and introduces a multi-objective binary difference evolution
algorithm for frame sequence coding and keyframes selec-
tion and optimization.

(2) This work proposes the concept of inflection point
frames, uses the inflection point frames as the identification
and redefines the population initialization rules, besides uti-
lize the inflection point frames as the background knowledge
to generate the random vector of the mutation, which can
improve the global search ability of the algorithm.

(3) An evaluation model based on fusion domain infor-
mation and the number of keyframes is proposed, which can
adaptively adjust the number of keyframes according to the
compression ratio as well as fully preserve the time sequence
of action.

Related work

Traditional human action recognitionmethod

There have been a number of image-based human action
recognition methods in early years, and have achieved
remarkable results. Davis et al. [5] utilized contour-based
motion energy graph and dynamic history graph to express
behavioural features, and usedMahalanobis Distance to clas-
sify actions. However, the model was limited by several
critical factors in complex scenes; hence, it was not suitable
for action recognition in complex situations. Laptev et al.
[6] raised an action recognition method based on local traces
of interest points, and combined the local feature detection
method of Harris3D detection of space–time interest points
with KLT tracker to obtain the movement trajectory of inter-
est points. Wang et al. [7] presented an action recognition
method on account of dense trajectory, in which a number of
feature points were densely sampled in each frame and the
optical flow field was applied to track. Subsequently, IDT
algorithm [8, 9] was put forward to extract the video inten-
sive tracking trajectory and calculate the trajectory features,
HOG/HOF features and MBH features. Then Fisher Vec-
tor to code the features was used, and the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) based on the coded feature vectors to real-
ize the recognition of human actions was trained. With the
development of convolutional neural network technology, Ji
et al. [10] came up with the convolutional neural network in

2D images as an extension and convolved multiple frames
of local space–time by constructing 3-D convolution. In the
aspect of video-based action recognition, methods based on
Two-Stream [11], C3D [12], and combined attention mecha-
nism of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13], have been
successively raised.

However, on the one hand, the non-skeleton-based action
recognition methods are extremely affected by the back-
ground, illumination, and other unrelated factors. In addition,
the performance of human behaviour varies greatly from var-
ious perspectives, results in low recognition accuracy. On
the other hand, image data contain a large amount of data,
great challenges present in computational complexity and
sequence feature construction.

Action recognition based on skeleton features

Vemulapalli et al. [14] proposed the human skeleton as a set
of SE(3) points, where each point represented the relative
geometric transformation between a pair of rigid bodies, and
the skeleton sequence was expressed as a curve in the Lie
group, SE(3) × SE(3) × ··· × SE(3) was a curved manifold
that maps the curve to Lie algebra. They utilized Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) to align each sequence with the refer-
ence curve, and then removed the high-frequency coefficients
through the Fourier space–time pyramid, SVM was used for
classification. Anirudh et al. [15] raised skeleton motion tra-
jectory features on account of the position information of the
human skeleton joint points at different times, and then struc-
tured the feature space on a Riemannian manifold. Finally,
theymeasured the trajectory similarity in themanifold space.
Ding et al. [16] came up with a Spatio-Temporal Feature
Chain (STFC), which illustrated a spherical coordinate sys-
tem to express the motion trajectory using the direction of
motion and the curvature of the trajectory, and eliminated
the periodic sequence of the constructed subgraph, so as to
solve the influence of noise and periodic sequence. Saeed
et al. [17] generated motion templates for joint trajectories,
used DTW to warp the samples and classified the extracted
wavelet features using Random Forest (RF). Liu et al. [18]
built a spatio-temporal LSTM model, utilized the traversal
method of tree structure to extract the link features of human
skeleton, and then extended the traditional LSTM analysis in
time domain to time and space domain. Alaa Barkoky et al.
[19] proposed a Complex Network-based feature extraction
from RGB-D information. To better leverage the data in the
non-Euclidean space, some works processed data directly
on the graph structure, and applied the graph convolutional
network (GCN) to model the skeleton-based action recog-
nition [20, 21]. In general, the dynamic 3-D skeleton node
data canwell represent the human action information. And in
the process of modelling, the action recognition model based
on 3-D skeleton construction has a certain robustness, is not
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affected by the texture, background, and other factors unre-
lated to behaviour, and it can achieve an excellent recognition
effect.

Selectionmethod for skeleton keyframes

Studies illustrated that all the frames of the sequence were
not all about behaviour identify meaningful [22]. The extrac-
tion of some representative frames from the video frame
sequence for calculation, namely keyframes, can not only
reduce data redundancy and computational complexity, but
also express behavioural features more accurately and sig-
nificantly improve the accuracy of recognition. The effec-
tiveness, the timing and the number of keyframes are the
critical factors that affect the accuracy of action recognition.
Effectiveness means that the selected frames can reflect the
action sequences, which makes this action sequence differ
from other varieties behaviours to greatest extent. Timing
refers to the order in which the keyframes occur. Too much
or too little number of keyframes is not conducive to the
expression of behaviour. Too few keyframes cannot reflect
the content of action sequence and too many keyframes will
cause information redundancy,whichwill affect the accuracy
of action recognition.

Currently, uniform sampling method, cluster-based selec-
tion method and optimization-based selection method are
used for keyframes selection. The simplest method is uni-
form sampling, but for slow motion and strenuous motion,
it is easy to produce oversampling and under-sampling. In
the clustering method, Lillo et al. [4] divided the body into
four spatial regions: right arm, right leg, left arm and left
leg. Each body region was represented by 21-dimensional
feature vectors, which were clustered by K-Means algorithm
to get a dictionary of body posture. Miranda et al. [23] put
forward the characteristics of direction change, which con-
sisted of the spherical coordinates of the joints of the head, the
elbows and the knees relative to the torso, and each pose was
described in terms of the angle of rotation of the connected
joints. Then, multi-class SVM to detect key poses was used,
and utilized Random Forest (RF) to recognize human action
from key pose sequences. Enea et al. [24] proposed standard-
ized relative direction vectors as pose features, usedK-Means
algorithm to gather K poses, and obtained different recog-
nition effects under different numbers of joint poses. The
keyframes obtained by the clustering method have a strong
ability to summarize the description of the movement, and
the accuracy of action recognition has also been improved
to a certain extent. However, in the process of clustering, the
specific motion meaning of data is not taken into account. In
the clustering space, frames separated by a certain distance
may be clustered into the same category, which ignores the
temporal sequence of motion and easily leads to distortion
of action analysis.

The optimization-based keyframes selection method
requires the definition of a suitable objective function for
optimal search. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a keyframes
extraction algorithm based on multiple population genetic
algorithms. They defined a fitness function to give differ-
ent weights to the reconstruction error and compression rate,
and used interpolation to select the keyframes. Liu et al.
[26] combined the simplex method and genetic algorithm to
extract keyframes from the captured humanmotion data, and
regarded thekeyframes interpolation reconstruction error and
compression rate as the optimization goals. Yang et al. [27]
raised a keyframes extraction method on account of quan-
tum particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve the fast
search problem in the process of keyframes reconstruction.
This type of method has remarkable results in reconstructing
motion sequences, but the calculation of reconstruction errors
is complicated, time-consuming and requires specifying the
reconstruction error parameter threshold. The selected num-
ber of frames is more suitable for motion reconstruction in
the field of animation whilst is not suitable for action recog-
nition.

In this work, the inflection point frame is proposed to be
the population initialization marker and redefine the popula-
tion initialization rules, as well as it is used as the background
knowledge for generating random vectors of variation to
improve the global search capability of the algorithm. An
evaluation model based on fused domain information and
the number of key frames is proposed. In order to maintain
the temporality of inter-frame information evaluation, the
behaviour sequence is divided into multiple domains based
on keyframes, and each keyframe is used to represent the
frame sequence in the current domain, and the number of
keyframes can be adjusted adaptively according to the com-
pression rate whilst fully preserving the temporality of the
motion.

Proposed algorithm

Motivation andmethod

Figure 1 is an example of keyframes selection process for a
“high throw” action with 42 frames. A group of ID (from 1 to
42) is used to index them. Then, a K-Means method is used
to group these 42 frames into K subsets. As Fig. 1 shown,
the ID of 42 frames are divided into 3 subgroup when K �
3. After that, the frame, who is closest to the cluster centre
in one subset, is selected as the keyframe. Then a sequence
of keyframes can be indicated by an integer string, such as
{1, 12, 20}, which will be used as the parameter to input a
classifier to get the recognition result. To seek a valid value of
K , the K is set to {3, 6, 9, 12} respectively, and the obtained
keyframes sequences are input into a unified SVM classifier
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Fig. 1 An example of a “high
throw” action

Special Position Frames

12,13,14,15,

16,17,18,19

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,

29,30,31,32,33,34,35,

36,37,38,39,49,41,42

K-Means Clustering

... ... ......... ... ... ...

20,21,22,23,24,

25,26,27,28

Skeleton Frame Sequence

K=3

Method Keyframe Sequence Accuracy /%

Clustering

Method

K=3 1, 12, 20 53.5

K=6 1, 8, 11, 14, 20, 26 78.4

K=9
1, 5, 8, 11, 14, 20, 22,

26, 29
80.3

K=12
1, 5, 8, 11, 12, 14, 17,

19, 20, 22, 26, 29
77.2

Special Position

Frames Method
2, 9, 16, 28, 33, 38 86.6

for action recognition, and the recognition accuracy rates
are 53.5%, 78.4%, 80.3% and 77.2%. Obviously, amongst
them, the optimal value ofK is 9. In the process of extracting
keyframes by K-Means, the valid K value needs to be spec-
ified in advance since different K will have a direct impact
on the keyframes selection result. However, the determina-
tion of K value often requires many attempts, which is not
easy to be handled automatically. In addition, the clustering
method is easy to classify the frames separated by a period
of time into one category. So, whether the obtained keyframe
is the centroid or a frame in the clustering set, it is difficult

to retain the time sequence relationship of the original frame
sequence.

In above example, a new phenomenon is noticed by visu-
alizing the trajectory of part joint points of the body, which
is some extreme values of the trajectory of action amplitude
will appear at part of points. The trajectories of some joint
points can be mapped to a relationship between the joint
momentum and the frame sequence to obtain the location of
these local extreme points. As Fig. 1 shown, following above
calculation procedure, the position of those inflection point
of trajectories can be gotten at 6 frames, whose ID are {2,
9, 16, 28, 33, 38}. And, the accuracy of action recognition
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based on these 6 frames reaches 86.6%,which is significantly
higher than the K-Means method. This example inspires us
that these special frames, which are named as inflection point
frames, have a certain discriminative value for the keyframes
selection.

On the other hand, the essence of keyframes selection
is an optimization problem. A binary string can be used
to express a skeletal frame sequence, which means the
keyframes selection problemcanbe transformed into a binary
coded optimization problem to solve. From the above, we
believe that the special inflection point frames in the skele-
ton frame sequence can be utilized as the identification of
certain specific gene positions in the binary string, and it is
helpful for us to design more effective encoding space ini-
tialization and search mechanism.

According to the above considerations, thiswork proposes
to design a multi-population based on multi-objective Dif-
ferential Evolution Algorithm (MMDE) to solve the task
of keyframes optimization. As shown in Fig. 2, in this
method, a binary string is used to encode the skeleton frame
sequence. Meanwhile, in the population initialization stage,
the inflection point frames are used as the identifications of
frame segments. Then, the sequence is divided into multi-
ple domains and the quality of keyframes is evaluated with
the domain information. The quality of intra-domain and
inter-domain keyframes is evaluated by weighting the char-
acteristics of different locations with the domain information
and the number of keyframes as the objective function.
Combined with the compression rate of keyframes, different
numbers of effective keyframes can be extracted adaptively
for different types of action. Finally, the classification model
is trained by the keyframes features to recognize the action.

Definitions

The skeleton model diagram used in this study is shown in
Fig. 3, which includes 20 points in a skeleton frame. Each
of the points contains the three coordinates in a 3-D space.
Based on it, two key definitions are given:

Definition 1. Inflection point frames. In a consecutive
sequence of skeleton-based frames, the frames have the
extreme value of action amplitude of some joint points in
the motion trajectory. Those frames are called the inflection
point frame.

The motion trajectory of a certain joint behaviour can
be represented by the position coordinate of the joint point
sequence in the 3-D space, such as S3 � {p1n , p2n , ..., pin},
in which pin � (xin , yin , zin) represents the position coor-
dinate of the n-th joint point in the i-th frame, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
t}. However, it is not easy to find the extreme points in a 3-D
space. So S3 has been mapped to a 2D space, which consists
of a set of momentum change values of the joint points rel-
ative to their origin coordinates. It can be expressed as the

following formula

S3 → S2 � {E1, E2, . . . , Ei }, (1)

where the momentum change value Ei � ∑m�n
m�0√

(xim)2 + (yim)2 + (zim)2, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}. Some local
maximum or minimum can be found by traversing the
sequence of momentum change values. Then, the frames
with the same ID as these extreme points in the motion
trajectory can be set as the inflection point frames. And,
the set of inflection point frames can be store as set �
{i |Ei is a local extremum point}.

Definition 2. Domain. The domain R with its keyframe is
constituted by this keyframe and some adjacent frames on its
left and right sides.

The role of keyframes’ domain is to use a series of con-
secutive frames to evaluate the keyframe’s value contained
within it, which is beneficial to retain the timing relation-
ship of the action and avoid the motion analysis distortion.
In a sequence of skeleton frames A � { f1, f2, . . . , ft }, fi
represents the pose feature of i-th frame, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}.
Then, a binary string C, whose length is also t, can be used
to represent a specific sequence of frames. For example, C �
[1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0], in which “0”
means the corresponding frame in skeleton frame sequence
is non-keyframe. Otherwise, “1” means yes. In this example,
5 frames are chosen to be the keyframes, which are {f 1, f 5,
f 8, f 11, f 18}. To facilitate the calculation, the middle position
of two adjacent keyframes is used to divide their respective
domain. Then the divided 5 domains of 5 keyframes in above
example are { f 11 , f 12 , f 13 } ∈ R1, { f 24 , f 25 , f 26 } ∈ R2, { f 37 ,
f 38 , f 39 } ∈ R3, { f 410, f 411, f 412, f 413, f 414} ∈ R4 and { f 515, f 516,
f 517, f 518, f 519} ∈ R5.

Algorithm

Population initialization based on inflection point frames

Evolutionary algorithm is a global optimization method
based on population search. Its encoding mechanism often
directly affects the design of the search mechanism [28–32].
In this paper, the 0–1 variable is used to represent the state of
each frame in the sequence, and the chromosome is encoded
in the form of binary string. In a behaviour sequence con-
taining n frames, the k-th chromosome can be represented as
Ck � [ak1, ak2, ak3, . . . , akn], where akn is the state of the
n-th frame. Based on the inflection point frame, 3 rules are
designed to initialize the population, which are.

(1) the start frame and the end frame are set as the candi-
date keyframes;

(2) the inflection point frames are set as candidate
keyframes;
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Fig. 2 Keyframes selection based
on inflection point frames
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(3) to make the 3-D skeleton sequence more smooth, the
adjacent two frames of a candidate keyframes on its left and
right sides are set to non-keyframe. That means the corre-
sponding initial values of the two frames in C are 0. And, the
initial values of rest genes in C are generated randomly.

The population initialization on account of the inflection
point frames can avoid the blindness of the initial search of
the algorithm, whilst ensuring the diversity of the population,
improving the quality of the initial population and acceler-
ating the convergence speed of the algorithm. This process
can be expressed as

Xi , j , 0 � t( j) � rand(0, 1) (2)

where Xi , j , 0 represents the j-th gene in the i-th individual of
the first generation. If the frame number j is the start frame,
the end frame is included in the inflection point frames set,
then t( j) is 1, otherwise it is 0, and rand(0, 1) represents
non-continuous 0 or 1 random number,� is the logical oper-
ator OR.

Evaluation function of keyframes

In order to make the selected keyframes have a strong distin-
guishing ability for the expression of action and the number
of keyframes is as small as possible, the domain information
(DI) and the frame compression (FC) rate are defined as the
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of skeleton model

target evaluation function, which is expressed as

f un � min{DI , FC}, (3)

Domain information (DI)

The posture features of the skeleton frame are evaluated
through domain information. In the posture feature repre-
sentation, many features that can represent the posture of the
human body have been proposed in the existing literature.
The normalized joint vector features are extracted in each
frame, and the calculation formula is dtn � ptn−pt7‖pt3−pt7‖ , where
ptn is the n-th joint point coordinates of the t-th frame, pt7 is
the centre of the hip as the central reference point, pt3 is the
neck joint point, and ‖ · ‖ represents the Euclidean distance.

For each skeleton joint point, the vector dtn relative to the
centre reference point is calculated, and the feature vector is
obtained by normalizing the distance from the neck to the
centre of the abdomen.

Only the normalized joint vector feature has a weak
expression of the relative direction between the joints, so
the joint vector angle feature is extracted by

θtn = arc cos

(
(ptn − pt7) · (pt3 − pt7)

‖ptn − pt7‖ · ‖pt3 − pt7‖
)

. (4)

The final pose feature of the t-th frame is composed of
the normalized joint vector and the angle of the joint vector,
which can be expressed as ft � [dt1, dt2, ..., dtn , θt1, θt2,
..., θtn]. Compared with other feature extraction methods,
the posture feature of this method is simple and intuitive to
calculate, more interpretable. Besides, it can fully express the
distance and direction relationship between the joint points.
Furthermore, it has a strong ability to express human posture.

According to the definition of the domain, ft is divided
into different domains, and the domain information of the
keyframes is obtained as

I ntra �
m∑

r�1

n∑

i�1

dis
(
f ri − f r0

)
, (5)

where f ri represents the posture feature vector of the i-th
frame in the r-th domain, the keyframe vector in the r-th
domain is represented as f r0 , and dis( · ) is used to represent
the information between two frames. dis

(
f ri − f r0

) � w ·∥
∥
(
f ri − f r0

)∥
∥
2×N is the dot product of w and the Euclidean

Distance of each feature between the two frames. w repre-
sents the weight of each joint feature and determined by the
proportion of the movement of important joint points.

The inter-domain information of the keyframes is defined
as

I nter �
m∑

r�1

m∑

j�r+1

ur j
(
dis

(
f r0 − f j

0

))
, (6)

where dis
(
f r0 − f j

0

)
represents the keyframes informa-

tion in the r-th domain and the j-th domain, and ur j is the
weight coefficient between the two domains. The weight
coefficient is related to the size of the domain interval,
the keyframes information difference of adjacent domains
is relatively small, and the information difference between
keyframes with a large domain interval is relatively large.

The evaluation function of domain information is obtained
by integrating intra-domain information and inter-domain
information

DI � I ntra

1 + I nter
(7)
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Frame compression rate (FC)

From the perspective of keyframes extraction, considering
the goal of minimizing domain information, the number of
keyframes should be as small as possible to reduce data
redundancy [33, 34]. Therefore, when selecting keyframes,
both the domain information value and the number of
extracted keyframes must be measured. Another objective
function for measuring the number of keyframes is defined
as frame compression ratio

FC � f rameskey
f ramestotal

, (8)

where f ramekey is the number of selected keyframes, and
f rametotal is the total number of frames included in the
action sequence.

Binary-based search process

In this paper, the multi-population based on multi-objective
differential evolution algorithm of keyframes selection
(MMDE-KS) is proposed. To enhance the quality of solution,
different population structure and search operation from the
classic differential evolution algorithm are adopted. For the
generated individuals, the fitness of them are calculated by
formula (3). According to the dominance relations, the indi-
viduals will be sorted. Then the population will be divided
into three sub-populations Pop1, Pop2 and Pop3 by cutting
the ordered queue into three equal part. In the search process,
the mutation operator is improved using logical operations
instead of addition and subtraction operations. Meanwhile,
the individuals involved in the operationwill be selected from
the three sub-populations respectively. The mutation opera-
tor is expressed as

Vi ,G � Xr1,G � F ⊗ (
Xr2,G ⊕ Xr3,G

)
, (9)

where ⊕ represents XOR, ⊗ represents AND, and � repre-
sents OR. In the process of generating the random vector F,
in order to fully retain the prior knowledge of the inflection
point frames, the chromosome position of the inflection point
frames are fixed at “1”, and the other positions are determined
by the randomly generated number and the generation prob-
ability.

An example of the mutation process is shown in Fig. 4.
First, Xr2,G and Xr3,G are selected from the Pop2 and Pop3
populations to perform the XOR operation. Then the XOR
result is ANDed with the random vector F. As shown in
the figure, the chromosome position of the inflection point
frames of the random vector F are fixed to “1”, which make
the keyframes give priority to the inflection point frames in

Fig. 4 Mutation process

the searchprocess and speeds up convergence.Other chromo-
some bits are generated by random numbers and generation
probability to generate “0” or “1” to ensure the diversity of
the population. Finally, the Xr1,G and F ⊗ (

Xr2,G ⊕ Xr3,G
)

selected by Pop1 were calculated by OR to obtain Vi ,G .
The crossover operator can be expressed as follows:

Ui ,G �
{
Vi ,G if rand j ≤ CR

Xr1,G otherwise
, (10)

where j is the chromosome bit index, rand j is a randomly
generated number, rand j ∈ [0, 1],and crossover is per-
formed with the probability CR.

When performing the selection operation, the evalua-
tion indexes corresponding to Ui ,G and Xi ,G are calculated
respectively. If f un(Ui ,G ) 
 f un(Xi ,G ), that is Xi ,G dom-
inates Ui ,G , then selected Xi ,G to join the candidate com-
munity. Otherwise, non-inferior solution individuals Xi ,G

andUi ,G were added into the candidate community together.
Then, according to the individual fitness value, the candidate
population is sorted and next population Np is generated.
When the termination condition has been reached, one solu-
tion will be chosen from the Pareto optimal solutions set as
the final outcome and converted to the required sequence of
keyframes. Since the number of keyframes is a key factor to
affect the time cost of recognition computation, the selected
solution will be the one with smallest FC.

Experiments

Datasets and settings

The experimental environment used in this method is Intel
Core i5-8400 CPU@2.80 GHz, 16 GBmemory, Windows10
operating system, Python3.6. In order to verify the effective-
ness of the proposed model, experiments are performed on
the public datasets ofMSR-Action3D, UTKinect-Action and
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Florence3D-Action. The obtained keyframes binary string
was decoded to obtain the keyframes sequence. In order to
highlight the value and influence of the keyframes, only the
basic classifier is used for classification, and combined with
neural network-based classification models on large-scale
NTU RGB + D datasets.

TheMSR-Action3Ddataset [35] is collected byMicrosoft
Kinect. 10 testers complete 20 actions, and each tester per-
forms each action 2–3 times. It contains a total of 557
action sequences, and the data set provides RGB video,
depth images and 3-D coordinate data marking the posi-
tions of 20 skeleton joint points. Since it contains multiple
extremely similar action categories, this data set is somewhat
challenging. The UTKinect-Action dataset [36] is obtained
by Microsoft Kinect, which contains 10 types of actions,
and 10 testers perform each action twice. Excluding the
noisy sequences, there are a total of 199 effective action
sequences, and each action sequence is represented by the
3-D position coordinates of 20 skeleton joint points. The
Florence3D-Action dataset [37] is collected by Microsoft
Kinect. It contains 10 testers performing 9 different actions,
and each tester performs each action 2–3 times. It contains
a total of 215 action sequences, and each action sequence
is represented by the 3-D position coordinates of 15 skele-
ton joint points. The NTU RGB + D dataset [38] is captured
by three Kinect cameras concurrently. It contains 60 action
classes and 56,880 video samples. Each action sequence is
represented by the 3-D position coordinates of 25 skeleton
nodes.

In the experiment, according to the test standards of
different individuals’ cross-validation, we train half of the
individual action sequence and test the other half. The param-
eters of the algorithm are set as follows: the population size
Np is 60, themaximumnumber of iterationsGmax is 100, the
generation probability of the vector F is 0.3, and the crossover
probability CR is 0.7.

Results

To verify the effect of the keyframes extracted by the pro-
posed method in this paper, XGBoost, RF, Softmax and
Liner-SVM are used as actions classifiers to compare the
original frames and the keyframes selected by the K-Means
method. The results of action recognition on three datasets
are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, on the MSR-Action3D dataset, the number
of clusters of K-Means is set to K � {3, 6, 9, 12}, and the
recognition effect is bestwhenK � 9. SetK � {3, 5, 7} on the
UTKinect-Action dataset, and the recognition effect is best
whenK � 5. SetK � {4, 6, 8, 10} on the Florence3D-Action
dataset, and the recognition effect is best when K � 8. It can
be seen from the table, compared with the original frame, the

method in this paper improves the accuracy of action recog-
nition on different classifiers by about 10–15%. Compared
with the keyframe selected by K-Means, it is increased by
about 5–10%, and it performs best on the Liner-SVM clas-
sifier.

Table 2 shows the experimental statistical results of the
accuracy of action recognition on the Liner-SVM classi-
fier using the keyframes selection method extracted in this
paper. The average accuracy rate on the MSR-Action3D
dataset is 94.6%, the average accuracy rate on the UTKinect-
Action dataset is 97.6%, and the average accuracy rate on the
Florence3D-Action dataset is 94.2%. From the first quartile
(25 Quartitle) and the third quartile (75 Quartitle) in Table 1,
it can be seen that the accuracy values are mainly concen-
trated between 90 and 95%. At the same time, the standard
deviation (Std Dev) is less than 5.1, which indicates that the
keyframes selected by the method in this paper can better
complete action recognition.

Comparisons

On the MSR-Action3D dataset, the effect of the proposed
keyframes selection method in action recognition is com-
pared with some typical methods proposed in recent years.
The HO3DJ method used the histogram of the 3-D joint
positions in the spherical coordinate system to represent the
human pose characteristics, and the hidden Markov model
was utilized to classify the pose vocabulary by clustering. The
Eigenjoints [39] method proposed a combination of static
posture, motion and offset features of the action informa-
tion, and the naive Bayes nearest neighbour classifier was
used for action classification. The Lie Group [14] method
mapped the action curve to the Lie group curve, and utilized
a combinationofDTW,Fourier timepyramid and linear SVM
to classify action. Actionlet [40] represented each action by
learning a collection model of a subset of action joints, and
took advantage of SVMto classify the actions. TheST-LSTM
[18]method utilized tree structure traversal to obtain the joint
point features of the human skeleton. Then the LSTM net-
work would be constructed to establish a spatio-temporal
classification model of action. The Transition Forests [41]
method constructed an integrated decision tree, and extracted
dynamic transition features from the nodes of the same layer
to represent temporal changes. The Key Poses [42] method
raised to use the centroid of the action feature cluster as the
code of the action, and used the SVM classifier with radial
basis as the kernel function performs action recognition.

The experimental result comparison is shown in Table 3.
It can be seen from the table that the accuracy rate in the
AS1 subset reaches 96.2%, and the recognition effect is
better than other algorithms. The accuracy rate in the AS2
subset is 90.1%, which is slightly lower than the Transi-
tion Forest method. This method constructs an integrated
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Table 1 Experimental results based on different classifiers for three datasets

Method MSR-Action3D UTKinect-Action Florence3D-Action

Original
frames/%

K-Means
frames/%

Ours
keyframes/%

Original
frames/%

K-Means
frames/%

Ours
keyframes/%

Original
frames/%

K-Means
frames/%

Ours
keyframes/%

XGBoost 69.4 80.9 86.2 78.1 89.5 93.7 72.3 82.1 88.2

RF 75.2 86.8 91.2 87.2 91.3 96.5 76.9 85.6 89.7

Softmax 74.4 85.4 88.1 85.3 91.7 95.0 78.4 84.9 90.5

Liner-SVM 76.9 87.7 94.6 84.8 93.4 97.6 83.1 88.3 94.2

Bold values indicate the best results of the comparison methods under the same metric

Table 2 Experimental statistical
results Dataset Mean% Std 25 Quartitle 75 Quartitle

MSR-Action3D 94.6 5.03 90.8 95.9

UTKinect-Action 97.6 3.09 94.0 99.0

Floence3D-Action 94.2 4.39 88.1 97.8

Table 3 Accuracy of 8 methods
on the MSR-Action3D dataset Method AS1 accuracy/% AS2 accuracy/% AS3 accuracy/% Average accuracy/%

HO3DJ 88.0 85.5 63.3 78.9

Eigenjoints 74.5 76.1 96.4 82.3

Lie Group 94.3 83.8 97.4 91.8

Actionlet – – – 88.2

ST-LSTM – – – 94.8

Transition Forests 96.1 90.5 97.1 94.6

Key Poses 79.5 71.9 92.3 81.2

MMDE-KS 96.2 90.1 97.5 94.6

Bold values indicate the best results of the comparison methods under the same metric

decision tree and extracts dynamic transition features from
nodes in the same layer to represent temporal changes. The
Transition Forest method classification model is more com-
plicated and the decision tree usually has redundant nodes
whilst our method pays more attention to the expression of
keyframe pose features. In the AS3 subset, the recognition
accuracy reaches 97.5%, and the recognition effect is better.
The average accuracy rate reaches 94.6%,which is better than
most machine learning algorithms and 2.8% higher than the
Lie Group method. The Lie Group method ignores impor-
tant information during uniform sampling. This is a 6.4%
improvement over the Actionlet method. Actionlet method
is suitable for the description of simple actions. When the
actions are more complex, there are relatively many joints
involved, which makes it difficult to express the actions.
Although our method is slightly inferior to the ST-LSTM
deep learning method, the ST-LSTM method cascades the
skeleton joint point features and visual texture motion fea-
tures (including HOG, HOF and convolution features). The

Table 4 Accuracy of 7 methods on the UTKinect-Action dataset

Method Accuracy/%

HO3DJ 90.9

Template of Trajectory 96.8

Simplices 96.5

ST-LSTM 97.0

Lie Group 97.1

Key Poses 94.3

MMDE-KS 97.6

Bold value indicates the best results of the comparison methods under
the same metric

model can still achieve a good recognition accuracy under
the condition of low complexity and few features.

Table 4 is the comparison result of this method and other
algorithms on the UTKinect-Action dataset. The Template
of Trajectory method generated motion templates from joint
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Table 5 Accuracy of 6 algorithms on Florence3D-Action dataset

Method Accuracy/%

Motion Trajectories 87.0

Lie Group 90.7

Riemannian Trajectories 89.6

Rolling Rotations 91.4

Key Poses 86.1

MMDE-KS 94.2

Bold value indicates the best results of the comparison methods under
the same metric

trajectories. This method utilized DTW to distort the sam-
ple, and RF was utilized to classify the extracted wavelet
features. In the Simplices method, the action segment was
mapped to the flow space to classify the actions. It can be
seen from Table 4 that our method has an accuracy rate
of 97.6%, which is better than the six comparison algo-
rithms. It is 0.6% higher than ST-LSTM, 0.5% higher than
Lie Group, 0.8% higher than Template of trajectory-based
method, and template-based method is not suitable for clas-
sification of complex actions. It is 3.3% higher than the Key
Poses method. This method uses the centroid of the cluster
as the code of the action, and the timing relationship between
the action frames is ignored in the clustering process

Table 5 is the comparison result of this method and other
algorithms on the Florence3D-Action dataset. Themethod in
literature [43] structured the joint motion trajectory feature
on the Riemannian flow pattern, and realized the action clas-
sification in the Riemannian space. The Rolling Rotations
[44] method was an extension of the Lie Group method. It
uses the relative 3-D rotation between various body parts to
represent the skeleton data andmaps it to the SO3×...×SO3

space. Compared with the Lie Group method, the effect is
improved, but its model is too complicated

It can be seen fromTable 5 that ourmethodhas an accuracy
of 94.2% on the Florence3D-Action dataset, which is 3.5%
higher than Lie Group. It is 4.6% higher than the Riemannian
Trajectories method [15], and the action recognition method
based on trajectory features is not conducive to the expression
of complex actions.

Table 6 shows the results of combining keyframes selec-
tion with ST-GCN [45] for action recognition on the NTU
RGB + D dataset. The standard test methods Cross-Subject
(CS) and Cross-View (CV) are used. The original model with
nine layers of spatio-temporal convolution is replaced by six
layers, thefirst two layers are 64 channels, themiddle two lay-
ers are 128 channels, the last two layers are 256 channels, the
dropout parameter is 0.5, and the optimization The dropout
parameter is 0.5, and the optimization method is SGD, with
a learning rate of 0.01.

Table 6 Accuracy of 5 methods on NTU RGB + D dataset

Methods CS Accuracy CV Accuracy

ST-GCN 81.5 88.3

ST-LSTM 69.2 77.7

VA-LSTM 79.4 87.6

AS-GCN 86.8 94.2

MMDE-KS + ST-GCN 83.2 93.7

As can be seen fromTable 6, the keyframes selected in this
paper combined with the ST-GCN method achieved 83.2%
and 93.7% recognition accuracy under the CS and CV stan-
dards of the NTU RGB + D dataset, respectively. This result
outperforms the ST-GCN recognition accuracy based on the
original literature, and improves by 1.7% and 5.3% under CS
and CV standards. Compared with other deep learning meth-
ods, the recognition accuracy of MMDE-KS + ST-GCN is
better than that of ST-LSTMandVA-LSTM[46], and slightly
lower than that of AS-GCN [47] method. From the above
experiments, it can be seen that MMDE-KS is able to select
the keyframes that can effectively represent the behavioural
motion, thus further improving the recognition accuracy of
the model.

Discussion

Influence of inflection point frames identification
on accuracy

In order to evaluate the effect of inflection point frames as a
priori knowledge in the process of population initialization
and mutation, we conduct experiments on Florence3D-
Action data set in two cases of randomly initialized pop-
ulation and mutation vector and the initial population and
mutation vector based on inflection point frames. The accu-
racy varies with the number of iterations, as shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen from the figure that when the inflection point
frame processing is added, the recognition accuracy rate sta-
bilizes to 94.3% at the 80-th generation. In the case of frames
without inflection points, the recognition accuracy converges
slowly, and the optimal recognition effect is 91.1% around
the 130-th generation. Therefore, the identification based on
the inflection point frame has a better effect in the keyframes
selection and the convergence speed is faster, which verifies
the effectiveness of the inflection point frame.

Influence of inflection point frame identification
on difference action categories

The Florence3D-Action dataset on the keyframes features
selected by the inflection point frames identification is
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Fig. 5 Changes of accuracy during the iterations with or without inflec-
tion point frames

Table 7 Evaluation results of the clustering based on two methods

Method AMI Homogeneity V-Measure

No inflection point
frames identifier

0.654 0.678 0.681

With inflection point
frames identifier

0.696 0.722 0.727

Bold values indicate the best results of the comparison methods under
the same metric

clustered, and Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI), Homo-
geneity and V-Measure coefficients are used to measure the
clustering category relationship with real action labels. The
larger the value of the evaluation coefficient, the better the
clustering effect. Table 7 shows the evaluation results of the
twomethods of clustering effect, and Fig. 6 shows the feature
clustering results of the keyframe sequence selected with or
without the inflection point frame identification.

Combined with the results in Table 7 and Fig. 6, it can
be found that the clustering effect of keyframes features
extracted with inflection point frames identification is more
obvious. The reason is that when there is an inflection point
frame mark, it is easy to pick the frame with the maxi-
mum motion range of the body, which is more expressive
of the physical meaning of the movement, and the bound-
ary between different classes is clear as well as the degree
of cohesion between different classes is high. In the evalu-
ation index, the values of AMI, Homogeneity function and
V-measure are 0.6961, 0.7225 and 0.7278, which are higher
than the clustering result of non-inflexion frame. This fully
demonstrates and proves the function of inflection point
frame identification in feature expression.

(a) Keyframes without inflection point frames identification

(b) Keyframes with inflection point frames identification

Fig. 6 Feature clustering results of two methods

Differences of the selection of keyframes
in the division of domains

In order to evaluate the difference of the domain division
on the selected keyframes, the K-Means method and the
keyframes selected by our method are used to visualize
the “high throw” action as shown in Fig. 7. The keyframes
selected by K-Means are {1, 5, 11, 13, 20, 22, 26}, and the
keyframes selected by our method are {9, 16, 20, 24, 28, 31,
35}. By comparing the keyframes selected by the two meth-
ods on the whole, the keyframes in the K-Means method
are mainly concentrated in the first half cycle of the whole
sequence (42 frames in total), which cannot fully express the
whole action sequence.

In addition, as can be seen from the Fig. 8, amongst the
keyframes selected by the K-Means method, the correla-
tion of adjacent frames in features is much greater than our
method, which results in data redundancy. The keyframes
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(a) Keyframes selected by K-Means method

(b) Keyframes selected by our method

1 5 11 13 20 22 26

9 16 20 24 28 31 35

Fig. 7 Visual comparison between two keyframes selection methods

selected by our method show strong generality and are more
expressive of the physical meaning of action. The skele-
ton frame sequence is divided into multiple domains, and
the keyframes in each domain are evaluated by domain
information to fully preserve the timing characteristics of
action. The domain information synthesizes the intra-domain
information and inter-domain information to make the intra-
domain information as small as possible. So, the compactness
between the selectedkeyframes and the current domain is bet-
ter. Meanwhile, the information between domains is as large
as possible. That is the similarity of the selected keyframes
between each domain is small, and the set of keyframes can
describe the action sequence well.

Conclusion

In this paper, the 3-D skeleton keyframes selection method
based on inflection point frames identification and the binary
code DE optimization mechanism for the human action
recognition are proposed. First, the definition of the inflec-
tion point frames is proposed, which are calculated using
the joint motion momentum of the human body. Second, the
inflection point frames are utilized as a key mark to convert
the keyframes selection problem into a multi-objective opti-
mization problem under the binary code space to solve. In
order to preserve the time sequence information of the action,
the frame sequence is divided into multiple domains to eval-
uate, including the domain information (DI) and keyframes
compression rate (FC). The proposed method can adaptively

(a)  keyframe features of K-Means based method

(b) Keyframe features of our method

Fig. 8 Keyframe features matrixes

select keyframes according to the complexity of the action.
Moreover, a multi-objective differential evolution algorithm
based on multiple search groups is designed, which divides
the population by sorting individuals. Based on it, the indi-
viduals involved in mutation operations are selected from
different groups to improve the global search ability and
convergence speed of the binary coded population. Finally,
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the posture features based on the selected keyframes decod-
ing are input to the SVM classifier to obtain the action
classification results. The experiments are conducted on
3 public datasets, MSR-Action3D, UTKinect-Action and
Florence3D-Action. The results show that the accuracy rates
on the three datasets reached 94.6%, 97.6% and 94.2%.
Besides, combined keyframes and deep learning classifier on
the NTURGB+Ddataset, the accuracy can reach 83.2% and
93.7%.By comparingwithmultiple state-of-the-artmethods,
the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified in this
paper. In addition, the effect of inflection points frames and
the significance of dividing domains in frame sequence are
discussed. In the future works, we will try to improve the
multi-objective differential evolution algorithm to deal with
the high-dimensional optimization problem that needs to be
solved when processing long videos.
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